American School of Warsaw
Opening Plan for 2020-2021

Opening - August 18, 2020!!
Given the current state of action and the planning that has been
done through our audit, we feel confident that we can open
school safely and in compliance with any regulation or guideline
that are in place now or may be enacted in the future.
Under the threat of this pandemic, we must remain agile
and flexible and able to adjust as necessary to preserve
our community! The following pages will help you
understand our planning and provide the starting point
for our collaborative journey

Announcing our Strategic Partner!
As a result of our consulting work and audit,
we undertook two bid processes
associated with the recommendations
of testing and data management.
After review of these proposals, the Board of Trustees approved our
spending plan and confirmed the contracting of Epixpert as our strategic
partner and provider of medical services for testing and data management.
We are pleased to welcome Epixpert as our ongoing partner in this
important work.

What has guided us?
Core Values & Mission
We’re determined to be a community that changes the world
for the better.
Here, it’s all about what you can do rather than what you
can’t; where every student, at any level of ability, from any
culture, is happy and excited because they can choose how they
want to learn, not just what they want to learn.
It’s a school where asking the right questions is more
important than memorizing the right answers; where you make
friendships that last a lifetime; and develop life skills that send
you out into the world with enough self-belief to change it for the
better.
Objective: By 2024, everyone here will spend the majority of their
time managing what they do and designing how they do it.

Emotional Wellbeing
A key focus will be placed on student emotional wellness. Each
division will be tasked with attending to this along with all the
plans in this presentation. We want to make this a learning and
teaching experience while ensuring sustainability of our practices.
So, messages of how we will start school and how we will create
a sense of community and collaboration will be key to our
practices. You will see how our Core Values link with this and
how we are making sure that these sit at the foundation
of everything we do.

Audit Recommendations
15.1 - Testing
15.2 - Controlled entry
15.3 - Attestation
15.4 - Limited access for parents
15.5/6 - Bus Drivers
15.7 - Limit Mass Transit
15.8/9/12/16 - Cohorts and Limitations
15.10 - Cleaning staff
15.11/22 - Hand Washing/Hygiene
15.13/14 - Health Services (Nurse)
15.15 - Surface management
15.17 - External guests
15.18 - Shared Facilities
15.19 - Cafeteria
15.20 - Crisis Team
15.21 - Offices
15.23 - Agile adjustment
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Testing and Access Control
• Testing of all students in staff
• Testing results coupled with entry
authorization
• Daily Attestation (daily risk survey)
• Badge and identification to control entry
• Temperature checking
• Limited guest and parent access

Testing
In order to measure and monitor the health and safety of the
environment, ASW will implement a required preventative testing
program using currently validated practices for COVID-19 detection in
populations.
Our partner in this process will be Epixpert. Epixpert has
demonstrated their preparedness and competency to fulfill the
requirements of our expectations to provide a safety net for the school
while resuming operation.

Testing
Testing will be simple and easily administered by our health office staff
supported by Epixpert professionals. It will involve a comfortable,
minimal impact approach to weekly gathering of samples, pooling and
testing. For more details on the approach and Epixpert’s strategy,
refer to the previously release article posted on Medium and now on
Zimplicity:
https://zimplicity.org/2020/07/29/making-the-case-for-preventative-testing-at-asw/

and, join us next week when we will welcome Dr. Oleszczuk
back with us to dig into the details of testing and our protocols.

Projected Dates for Testing
Staff testing begins this week with our new staff, administration, and some
support staff. Continues next week as we establish our weekly schedule.
Student initial testing is currently projected to begin on August 10 and run
through August 17 and weekly thereafter. Details on this will come next
week and we will be using our usual PowerSchool interface to help us
organize family appointments along with drop-in appointments to our testing
center on campus. More details early next week.
Note: Our current protocol expects that you must be in Poland for
72 hours before testing if you have traveled.

Start of School & Attendance
We expect that we may have a staggered start for some
due to the testing requirements and our normal incremental
approach for early childhood. We will be sending more
detailed divisional/cohort information regarding the start of
school and how it will look. We’ll therefore be flexible on
working with families until the protocol is fully implemented.
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•
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•
•
•
•
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15.17 - External guests
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15.19 - Cafeteria
15.20 - Crisis Team
15.21 - Offices
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•
•
•
•
•

touch free entry doors
touch free bottle filling water stations
entrances and travel pathways
fencing and access control
hand washing - stations throughout and expand
hygiene practices
touchless faucets in classrooms
cafeteria seating changes
surface coating
office mitigation - dividers and
protection panels
high volume air cleaning in special areas (e.g.
choir, music, band, etc.)
expansion of ventilation at all levels
separate health room and isolation spaces
increased cleaning regime
increased health office staffing
health rooms for non-COVID care in each cohort

Cohort Organization
We will be organizing along three large cohorts
- Elementary Division
- Middle School Division
- High School Division
These cohorts will be isolated to the degree possible.
There will be four entrances to the school: one for
each cohort and the main entrance, which will serve
non-staff adult traffic and administration only.

High
School

Middle School

Elementary School

Non-staff Adults &
Administration School

Masks
We will be requiring that students have masks and follow the current
CDC and Epixpert recommendations on the wearing of masks:
●

●

Teach and reinforce use of cloth face coverings. Face coverings may be challenging for students (especially younger students) to
wear in all-day settings such as school. Face coverings should be worn by staﬀ and students (particularly older students) as
feasible, and are most essential in times when physical distancing is diﬃcult. Individuals should be frequently reminded not
to touch the face covering and to wash their hands frequently. Information should be provided to staﬀ, students, and students’
families on proper use, removal, and washing of cloth face coverings.
○ Note: Cloth face coverings should not be placed on:
■ Children younger than 2 years old
■ Anyone who has trouble breathing or is unconscious
■ Anyone who is incapacitated or otherwise unable to remove the cloth face covering without
assistance
Cloth face coverings are meant to protect other people in case the wearer is unknowingly infected but
does not have symptoms. Cloth face coverings are not surgical masks, respirators, or other medical
personal protective equipment.

Swimming
Sanitary guidelines in this area are still unclear, but there is
evidence that this is a more protected space due to the natural
disinfecting quality of chlorinated water and our scheduling of
cohort times.
We will do additional mitigation in this space, but swimming may
not be started until some time after the opening of school once
we are clear on the requirements.
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• Testing Protocol
• Crisis Team Response plan
• Adjustment based on Community Spread managed by Epixpert
• Risk level associated actions and posture

We are here!
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Additional Areas
• Transportation
• drop off at cohorts
• loading directly to busses - no cafeteria
• staggered dismissal
• masks and assigned seating
• Cafeteria
• Minimized program and set lunches
• Online ordering
• Elementary eat in classrooms
• Upper School in cafeteria
• Social distancing seating plan
• Avoid Mass Transit

Options for Opening
Given all the information on opening, you will need to make an
informed decision on consent relative to starting school. Shortly,
you will be asked to login to PowerSchool and express your intent
prior to the first day. At the beginning, there are two choices:
• Return to School
• Stay home and participate in Hybrid schooling

Hybrid Learning
• Not full virtual school but retains assignment to classrooms and teachers.
• Capitalize on what we learned in the spring and implement practices that will
support hybrid learning while also maintaining our preparedness for virtual
school if imposed.
• A mix of synchronous and asynchronous strategies depending on age and
developmental level
• At early childhood, a model of frequent communication
with families as they support delivery at home.
• Prioritization of social and emotional development, letting kids know
that there is a caring relationship between teacher/classmates and
the child.

Hybrid Learning, cont’d
• Initial Hybrid Learning selection will be limited to three-week
time periods, with a review at the end of each three week
period before beginning the next.
• In the spirit of maintaining our agility, the first three weeks of
school will review our approach and assess numbers. Based
on this, adjustments may be made and other options may be
considered and offered.

Extra note: Health Checks
We will extend the grace period for the necessary health checks that we
normally require each year until such time as parents feel comfortable with
the healthcare environment.
Remember that these health checks are part of assuring student fitness and
readiness for extended activities. But, we are aware that it may be difficult to
get these checks done under current circumstances.
We ask that you check with your health care provider to
assure your child’s health and safety if they are planning to
participate in after school activities, when they start.
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Summer Schedule for Town Halls
August 5 - Pre-Opening Final Details - Guest: Dr. Oleszczuk
August 12 - Last Details/Questions - Guest: Carol Jordan &
Administrators
August 19 - First Day reflection, New Families, PTO
Weekly going forward…

